Is the art really a “secret”? Nope!

"Secret Art" is publicly viewable art that is not located on the front of buildings, encouraging you to explore public alleys and other places where you might not typically venture or expect art to be found.

So grab a drink to go in a purple cup and a take a stroll around the Arts & Entertainment district to discover the “secret art” that brings downtown Huntsville to life!

Share your adventure! Tag us:

@artshuntsville  @downtownhsv
artshuntsville  downtownhsv
1. Welcome to Huntsville by Gracie Lennox
2. Koi Mural by Dustin Timbrook
3. Valles Marineris by Drop Metal
4. Frog Door by Susie Garrett
5. Tunneling to Callisto by Drop Metal
6. Refuge of Change by Drop Metal
7. Cavern Door by Ann Vann
8. Space Door by Jessie Andrews
9. Gathering mural by Robert Bean
10. Cydonia by Drop Metal
11. Catalyst mural by Robert Bean
12. Color Walk by Kate LaRocca, Katie Rosetta, Ann Vann, Christina Wegman, Serpouhie Wegman
13. Stained Glass by Steve Ware